
Part 2

Tell me about yourself

My name is Josh and I currently attend Epping Heights Public School. I

have two sisters whose names are Chloe and Savannah. Savannah goes to

Epping Heights with me and Chloe goes to Ravenswood. Some of my

favourite things to do are playing the saxophone, playing soccer, going on

long tiring walks with my dog, hanging out with my family, and socialising

with my friends at school. I play the saxophone in the concert band for

Epping Heights and I love doing performances and going to band camp. I can

sort of play piano and can play a bit of the drums. I also play soccer for Epping

FC with my friends and love to go swimming both at the beach and in our

pool. Another hobby that I have is driving my remote control car with my dad

and flying my drone. I also like going fishing with my dad and once almost

caught a massive fish at my school camp. As well as this, I like going bike

riding around my neighbourhood. I go with either my family or my friends. I

love playing tennis as well and have lessons at both Beecroft and

Cheltenham. My favourite experience I have had is undoubtedly moving to

America. I lived in St Louis and loved going to school on snow days as we were

permitted to bring toboggans and sleds to race down a large hill on the edge

of the school. I also liked going around the city and exploring new things such

as the Gate-way Arch. After we moved back to Australia, we went to Cairns

and the Great Barrier Reef. The reef was really cool as we went on a floating

pontoon and went snorkelling to see the coral which was nice as the heat was

unbearable.

Tell me why you are a good fit for your dream private school

My dream private school is The King’s School. I would be a good fit for

this school because I am ready to learn new skills and become a global

thought leader. I would love to participate in school events and also enhance
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my abilities in different areas such as public speaking and debating. I also

want to enhance my character which I can do at the school. I have toured the

school and I love the massive school grounds, sporting facilities and the day

houses. I think that I would love doing cadets and going to cadet camp. I also

really like the cafeteria and I love the grounds because there is so much space

to play and socialise. I love the day houses because there is space to chat and

play games during break times. I also like to play soccer, swim and know a bit

of basketball, and I would be eager to try out new sports like rowing. I would

like to represent the school in school sports. Another part of the school I was

fascinated by was the science centre. The science centre was massive, with a

room for actual scientists that have been hired to help students. There were

also cool experiments and holes in the walls to look inside the ventilation and

engineering used. I would love to be able to use these facilities.
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